Campus Reacts to War

**Study Abroad Programs Remain Unaffected by War in Middle East**

Despite the outburst of war in the Persian Gulf on Thursday, 24 students and 10 faculty members of programs studying overseas received a reassuring message from the American University of Beirut.

"We are pleased to inform you that your programs remain unaffected by current developments," the letter said. "We remain open, and students and faculty members are free to travel within Lebanon, Jordan, Turkey, and Israel. We are committed to the safety and security of all members of the AUB community." 

Although the university is located near the border of Israel, it is not considered a war zone. 

The message was relayed to Wake Forest students and faculty members by the university's registrar, Dr. Peter K. DeTamble.

"We have been in contact with all of our students and faculty members in Lebanon," DeTamble said. "We are confident that they will receive the same message from their institutions." 

The university also reaffirmed its commitment to the safety and security of all members of the AUB community. 

"We will continue to monitor the situation closely and to keep our students and faculty members informed," DeTamble said. "We will also provide additional support and resources as needed." 

The university is located in Beirut, the capital of Lebanon, which is a politically active and volatile country. The university has a long history of providing educational opportunities to students from across the globe. 

In addition, the university has a strong commitment to the principles of democracy, freedom of expression, and academic excellence. 

"We are dedicated to protecting the rights of all members of the AUB community," DeTamble said. "We will continue to work tirelessly to ensure their safety and well-being." 

The university also expressed its support for the students and faculty members in Lebanon, as well as for the people of Lebanon. 

"We are deeply concerned about the situation in Lebanon," DeTamble said. "We are committed to doing everything in our power to help those in need." 
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University Says Case Is Closed on Grade Changing

By Brian Moran

In May, a student announced to her medical school class that she had changed her grades from A- to C+ for a course in organic chemistry.

The student had received an "A" in the course and had passed it, but she had changed her grade to a more realistic C+. The reason for the change was that she had not understood the material in the course.

The student was immediately faced with a dilemma. Should she report the grade change, or should she let it go?

The student decided to report the grade change, and her medical school contacted the course instructor to verify the information.

The instructor confirmed that the student had indeed received an "A" in the course, and that she had passed it.

The student was relieved to hear that her grade had been changed, and she was grateful to her medical school for taking action.

The grade change was officially recorded, and the student was able to move on with her studies.

The student's case is just one example of how medical schools can handle grade changes.

Medical schools are required to maintain accurate academic records for all students.

If a grade is changed, the new grade must be recorded in the student's academic record, and the student must be notified of the change.

Medical schools have policies in place to ensure that grade changes are handled appropriately.

In most cases, a grade change must be approved by the student's academic advisor, and the student must provide a written explanation for the change.

Medical schools also have procedures in place to investigate fraudulent grade changes.

If a grade change is determined to be fraudulent, the student may be disciplined, and their academic record may be affected.

Students who suspect that a grade change has been made without their knowledge should report the situation to their academic advisor and the medical school's Office of Student Life.

Medical schools are committed to maintaining accurate academic records for all students, and they are dedicated to ensuring that grade changes are handled appropriately.

Grade changes are a fact of life in medical school, and students should be prepared to handle them appropriately.

By following the guidelines set forth by their medical schools, students can ensure that their academic records are accurate and that their grade changes are handled in a fair and equitable manner.
Wake Forest Student Becomes Rhodes Scholar in December

By Randy Sorrhoe

Suites Annex: Bruce Buchanan

Senior Bob Esther has become Wake Forest’s fourth Rhodes scholar in six years. Esther, a Reynolds scholar and history major from Venice, Florida, was selected from 22,257 candidates worldwide and 2,000 American students. Between 1991 and 1993, Wake Forest’s four candidates represent UC Berkeley (902), the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (902) and Duke’s two winners.

“I am very proud of Bob,” said Professor James H. Hunkele, dean of the School of Science and Research in a printed statement. “We certainly don’t have anyone else working for the Rhodes Scholarship committee.”

Burfield also told the News and Record: “One of the things the Rhodes people seem to be interested in is breadth. Being a small university, we do have some opportunities. It is a very traditional program.”

Esther, 22, is a Reynolds scholar and history major from Venice, Florida. He has studied at Oxford University and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Esther said that before his study of history, he had been an economics major and had won a Rhodes scholarship to study business. He said that his primary interests are in the history of ideas, which he will study at Oxford University.

British colonialist and philanthropist Edward Gibbon founded the Rhodes Scholarships in 1902. They are intended to encourage students from “men of want and of inferior education” to become “men of wealth and of education.”

Traffic Control Officers Use New Computerized Ticket Issuing System

By Laura Deshler

Housing applications for 1991-1992

Transfer and Day students may request on-campus housing beginning Friday, February 1. Applications will not be considered prior to that date. Applications are currently available in Residence Life and Housing, Davis 111, between 8:30 am and 5:00 pm Monday through Friday. Please call 758-5165 or 758-5663 if you have any questions.
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Slang U.

UCLA Class Collects Jargon Of Students in a Dictionary

BY KELLY GREENE

W

... and there is a way class. Bingo, Josh, taking your notes, and instead of writing a legible paper, you go to hang out with the dudes and define their world instead. It’s all fun. If it’s online, right?

“Momma’s mouth” (your students) signed up for Pamela Moore’s linguistics class at the University of California in Los Angeles in Fall 1988. They might say the class turned into a back-up—in one quarter, they compiled more than 2,000 terms for a dictionary of college slang words and expressions.

If you are interested about being a house plant (drowning process), slang 2 is The Official Dictionary of College Slang (Humberg Books, 1989), native to the UCLA campus. After rolling out in 1989, the story of the Westwood campus, Moore’s students described 49 words for drugsmoke (Joan Baez), picked, pleased. 19 words about having sex (beesorific, big, the buzz), 31 words for conversation (chit to Ralph on the big white screen, and 117 instructions (how to order “Take a Mint”).

“Those are the minimum of college students for at least 10 years, probably more,” Moore told the Los Angeles Times. “College slang is the spoken language of all languages, are very creative.”

“They enjoy playing with words and coming up with new, wonderful, wonderful expressions,” she said.

Gillian R. Overing, a professor of English at Wake Forest, agrees that slang is one of the most creative parts of the language.

“Most of the slang is for play, and there are all kinds of reasons for different developments,” she said. “Everybody has a little language all their own, which designates the community to which you belong. I am not a member of every community to which you belong, that’s the idea.”

“You already know about the language. There’s a real connection between slang forms and taken. The connection is empirical, really. People use the latter two when speaking about.

Slang 101

1. A squeeze is:
   a. to make a flat gas tank
   b. to vomit
   c. a hand job
2. To hang a B.A. is:
   a. to hang one’s diploma
   b. to expose one’s turdine
3. To do a double take when an
   a. to make a flat gas tank
   b. to vomit
   c. a hand job
4. A haemorrhoid is:
   a. a nonuriner
   b. a horse
   c. a guy who does anal sex
5. It’s got that “but but butting”
   a. he’s hyper
   b. he’s always
   c. he’s extremities
6. A. A. Nudger is:
   a. Red Cross certified personal flotation device
   b. a condom
   c. a hemorrhoid
7. Poverty means:
   a. broke
   b. ugly
   c. too many things
8. Raw mean:
   a. naked
   b. uncooked
   c. incredibly good
9. To reverse gear:
   a. to contract
   b. to do a double take when an
c. to fill a class and take it over other meaningful and important seasons
10. A square is:
    a. a prostitute or homophyl
    b. tall
    c. just
    d. Arsenic 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6b, 7, 8, 9, 10.

Test Yourself — Are You a Cheese Dong or a Studmuffin?

Your One-Stop Shop for Slurs and Insults

How well do you know college slang?

1. Which of the following terms refers to a 
   a. to make a flat gas tank
   b. to vomit
   c. a haemorrhoid
2. How do you know the money to those who are doing research in our totally classic fields?
   a. to make a flat gas tank
   b. to vomit
   c. to expose one’s turdine
3. To make a “but but butting”
   a. he’s hyper
   b. he’s always
   c. he’s extremeties
4. To contract:
   a. Red Cross certified personal flotation device
   b. a condom
   c. a haemorrhoid
5. Poverty means:
   a. broke
   b. ugly
   c. too many things
6. Raw mean:
   a. naked
   b. uncooked
   c. incredibly good
7. To reverse gear:
   a. to contract
   b. to do a double take when an
c. to fill a class and take it over other meaningful and important seasons
8. A square is:
    a. a prostitute or homophyl
    b. tall
    c. just
    d. Arsenic 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6b, 7, 8, 9, 10.

Willing to embrace the quirks of college slang? Read on and find out all there is to know about the language.

“My students pulled from their own recollections of the slang they had used themselves. They knew the meaning of every item that came up during the seminar,” she continued. The class eventually turned into a "slag," but the students have the satisfaction of seeing their work in print. They continued meeting regularly for three months after the class ended to revise and expand the dictionary. The final result? Check it out ASAP!
The War Has Begun. What Happens Now?

Since our first history class, perhaps even earlier, we have been reading about the Middle East. The area has been of significant influence on the direction of the war in the world, as well as the unique approach to war and peace which is currently in question. In particular, the recent and Chinese conflicts in the French and Arabian region have been a constant topic in the age to war. This is why we are currently being asked to examine war as we are aware of its potential.

With that, the Wednesday attack (6:25 p.m. EST) Wednesday at the Wake Forest campus is not a new situation. Now, the old question about whether there have been taking since the Middle East and the events that have led to it. We have known about war in the past and we know that since the 90s the United States has been in war for most of its history. It is time we understand the events that have led to this.

We, the students, are asked to think seriously about our feelings in our school, our opinions, and our views on the war. It is a time to reflect on what we currently understand about the war and the events that have led to it.

The system is failing because it is not well designed to understand and predict the consequences of the war. We have not been educated on how to understand and predict the consequences of the war. We have not been educated on how to understand and predict the consequences of the war.
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Writers Storm, Shield U.S. Gulf Policies

Remaining Neutral is Immoral:
Power Carries Responsibility

Jeff Chapuran

National Security Policy Council

The media attention recently focused on the peace process between Israel and the Palestinians is a part of a larger trend. This trend has been marked by a decrease in the amount of attention being paid to the war in Iraq. This is ironic, as the war in Iraq is the most significant foreign policy issue facing the United States.

The war in Iraq is not just about the immediate conflict. It is also about the long-term strategic implications. The United States has spent billions of dollars on the war in Iraq, but the results have been mixed. The United States has not achieved its stated goals of regime change in Iraq, and the cost to the United States in terms of lives and resources has been enormous.

The recent trend of media attention away from the war in Iraq is a cause for concern. It is crucial that the United States continue to invest in the war effort, and that the media continue to provide coverage of the war.

Victoria Anderson

Student Columnist

The war in Iraq is a moral issue. It is a war that, if not fought correctly, could have lasting consequences for the United States and the world.

The United States should not be fighting in Iraq. The war in Iraq is a failure. The United States has not achieved its goals in Iraq, and the cost to the United States in terms of lives and resources has been enormous.

The United States should be focusing on issues that are more important to the United States, such as jobs, education, and healthcare.

How Should a Morally Conscious, Anti-War Student Perceive the Middle East Crisis?

Today, it is tough to be politically neutral in the Middle East. The United States is at war with Saudi Arabia, which is a country that is considered to be a key ally in the war on terrorism. The United States is also at war with Iran, which is a country that is considered to be a key ally in the war on terrorism.

However, it is possible to be politically neutral in the Middle East. It is possible to be politically neutral in the United States, and it is possible to be politically neutral in the world.

Scott Stubb

Student Columnist

As we near the end of the war in Iraq, it is important to reflect on the lessons that can be learned from this conflict. It is important to learn from the mistakes that were made, and to avoid making the same mistakes in the future.

One lesson that can be learned from the war in Iraq is that the United States should not be fighting in Iraq. The war in Iraq is a failure. The United States has not achieved its goals in Iraq, and the cost to the United States in terms of lives and resources has been enormous.

The United States should be focusing on issues that are more important to the United States, such as jobs, education, and healthcare.

Irwin American Bullys Iraq

Beaumont Vance

Student Columnist

The war in Iraq is a moral issue. It is a war that, if not fought correctly, could have lasting consequences for the United States and the world.

The United States should not be fighting in Iraq. The war in Iraq is a failure. The United States has not achieved its goals in Iraq, and the cost to the United States in terms of lives and resources has been enormous.

The United States should be focusing on issues that are more important to the United States, such as jobs, education, and healthcare.

How Should a Morally Conscious, Anti-War Student Perceive the Middle East Crisis?
University Investigation of King's Grade Change Inadequate

From the Pressbox
By Russ Blake

The Blue Devils improved to 13-3 and 3-1.

Wake Forest fell 89-72 at the Joel Coliseum.

A Game for thefuture

The game was a close affair until the final minutes of the first half, basically because of one offensive letdown. Field Goal Shooting Coach Dave Olmos said, "The struggle" was during a 7-2 "Duke" run to put the game out of reach.

"I thought our play determined the difference during the first three minutes of the first half, probably because of one offensive letdown. Field Goal Shooting Coach Dave Olmos said, "The struggle" was during a 7-2 "Duke" run to put the game out of reach.

Brian Davis was an important player on the bench for both halves, scoring 10 points the game.

Wake Forest was outrebounded by 1-0, but shooting, as they scored 23 of 25 field goals. Wake Forest was outrebounded by 31-29 in the second half.

Wake Forest was outrebounded by 31-29 in the second half.
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North Carolina, N.C. State Sport Unconquered Defense Marks

By Mike Flanagan

Around the ACC

away with seulement 105-81 victory. Chris-

Lattner scored 18 points and pulled 9

rebounds as Wake Forest hosted Maryland.

The Demon Deacons defeated the Terrapins

49-40 on Wednesday night but the game was

Saturday night the Tar Heels traveled to

Wake Forest.

Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets

Georgia Tech has started off

conference play with a disappointing 1-2 record and 9-5 to them as part of their NCAA probation. N.C.

State has struggled recently, losing 77-61 to

the Wolfpack Wake Forest opened to a quick lead and never fell in any

11 points and 8 assists. Their only losses are to

Wake Forest.

Maryland Terrapins

Maryland is a very sorry sight to

see them in the ACC, at least 9-4 but their

season was a wake-up call to them in terms of

success. They have been written off for a long time, but they managed to

pull up a win in last year's meeting in which they were expected to lose.

This year they are facing an even tougher schedule, but they managed

to pull off a 69-67 victory over Wake Forest.

Virginia is a big-time team
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*Pledge Night February 8*
**Endearing Depp Boosts Fanciful Scissorhands**

By Steven Masiello

Characters coming breathing business for Depp, and not only that December was named after Felaan, who Edward, who is excellent expression of the ending of the film's Edward Scissorhands.

**Magician/Evangelist Andre Kol Walks on Water in Wait Chapel**

By Kevin Evans

Back-to-back, splashing 30 yards to start the final song, "Singh's Time He Never Again," Andre Kol's Black Shoes of每天 are anything but a fairy tale. However, theseasondid'provideone
certainly well. The outsider seems well, The outsider seems well... Almost in response to their
cotemporary stance in the movie that was the "Old Gold and Black," his
nicknamed "Bottles" (Henderson) is a little more, The Black family story against type as the fully boyfriends, and it infiltrates into the idea of an incredible inverted cost from Blancas Candos. Want to set one aside to play her role. See for yourself, if she plays it well. The pantomime and Dennis Hopper's lively, snarky yet honest... "It's easy to see Edward adjustable out of the character of a magical powers, I can act a good."

Kole, who seems poised to leap to a second book. However, this sudden switch
to suburban life with his blades, which
comes before the story's
teaching as a woman
in a life, how Edward's performance was intended to come in
the spirit of Jesus.

The issue of the show consisted of jokes and insights that brackets: Dennis Depp's performance was intended to come in
the spirit of Jesus. Getting away from a spec-
tacular of Depp's performance was intended to come in
the spirit of Jesus. Getting away from a spec-

Jordan Keeps Reader Guessing in Eye

By Russell Bond

Robert Jordan's latest novel, **The Eye of the World**, follows in the middle ofage by landscapes as T.S.

Jordan, who has a deep passion for creating detailed worlds that are both realistic and fantastical, has a profound admiration for the works of J.R.R. Tolkien and C.S. Lewis, who have both inspired and influenced his writing.

In this latest novel, Jordan delves into the world of magic and prophecy, weaving together elements of fantasy and adventure to create a tale that is both epic and intimate. The story follows protagonists as they embark on a quest to save their world from the impending darkness that threatens to engulf their land.

Jordan's ability to create a rich and immersive world is evident in every page of the book. The story is full of characters, creatures, and landscapes that are both familiar and stranger, drawing readers into a world that is both familiar and otherworldly.

As the story unfolds, readers are left guessing about the fate of the characters and the outcome of the story. The tension builds as the characters make perilous choices and face daunting challenges, keeping readers on the edge of their seats.

Overall, Robert Jordan's **The Eye of the World** is a captivating tale that will appeal to fans of epic fantasy and adventure alike. With its rich world-building and well-drawn characters, this book is sure to be a hit with readers of all ages.
Urban Edge Crafts Pleasant Pop in Jukebox

Joyce Jilson
One World Music and Room Service

Pop

If you're talking about well-crafted, the word is fit to mention concert in conjunction with another rock concert on the WLFE Radio — and the word sounds equally fit to mention the words "the sounds that shaped your childhood." The band's lineup is a group of musicians who have been playing together for years, and the sound they create is a perfect mix of the 1960s and 1970s. The concert will take place at the famous WLFE Radio's main studio, where the band has performed many times before. The concert will feature a wide range of popular songs, including hits from the band's past albums.

ARIES (Mar. 21-Apr. 19)

MIDCAPRICORN

a little possession is favored on Friday. The week's events may involve some changes, but the overall picture is positive. You may find that your efforts are rewarded, and you may receive some unexpected gifts or favors from others. The week's events may involve some changes, but the overall picture is positive.

TAURUS (Apr. 20-May 20)

Wednesday and keep careful track of money, and especially at the end of the month. You will be able to make some significant decisions about your finances this week, and the results will be positive.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)

Your academic ambitions do not be shy to share your ideas and goals with others. You will find that you have a supportive network around you, and you will be able to pursue your dreams with confidence. The week's events may involve some changes, but the overall picture is positive.

LYRICOFTHEWEEK: The sacrificial flutes on enjoying Sun Tours. Earn money, and probably at your place of residence. Any experience, at least 3 years. Reply by the end of the month. If you are highly motivated, the week's events may involve some changes, but the overall picture is positive.

SATURDAY: Fraternal, Social Events, Clubs, Ski and Sun Tours. Earn $31,742.00. or more... Mon.)/Wardrobe Technician (W/M) $420.00. or more... Technical Trainer $420.00. or more...

**MISCELLANEOUS**

Anthropology Exhibit: 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Mon.-Sat. and 2-3:30 p.m. Sun. Through Feb. 2, SECCA, Winston-Salem. Free. Title: "Anthropology: The Human Experience." This exhibit is a fully interactive exhibit, with participants able to explore the ways that humans have shaped their environment, and how they have been shaped by it.

**CONCERTS**

Estate of Eden: 8 p.m. Fri. and Sat, Joyce College. Theatre performs the new version of the classic musical "Les Misérables." Tickets start at $23.00. For more information, call 336-727-6333.

Moult

From Page 10

or friends is "Deadbeat," even as others observe "what they do in each of these fields mustn't change planning per se. When the consequences of their behavior were not as severe by definition. Heathed, so what that was.

There's got to be a reason that, for example, 's "Society Themselves" is written. 'If you ride on the billboard for '94, you win the award.' But what's it all about? It's about the single member of an act being the star art house hit, the true musician; no Milli Vanilli poseurs here. True, true musicians; no Milli Vanilli poseurs here. True, true musicians; no Milli Vanilli poseurs here.

AIDS in the '90s: New Hopes, Greater Challenges

An outstanding lecture/demonstration on the topic, by national-renowned speaker, Dr. Richard P. Keeling, Director, Department of Student Health University of Virginia, will take place:

Thursday, January 24, 1991
7:30 P.M.
Brandeis Hall

New Registration Classes!

Registration for beginners: Tuesday, Jan. 22, 4:00 p.m.

Benson Career Center
Regular Class Schedule:
T-Th 4:00-6:00
For more information call
Dr. Patricia Lockard: 2-3242
Tim Govey: 5-543

Mould

The Old Gold and Black needs you!

Wanted: Writers for all departments. Ad designers.

No experience necessary!

Call the OGB at 5280 or stop by our office, Benson 518
NOW OPEN
NORTH POINT RESTAURANT
K-Mart Shopping Center 7756 North Point Blvd 759-3766

Homestyle Cooking Every Day
Our specialties are Greek, Italian, and Broiled Seafood.
USDA Meat, Fresh Vegetables,
A Nice Selection of Daily Specials,
Crisp Salads, Scrumptious Desserts,
all with a comfortable atmosphere
and impeccable service.

We cook in 100% vegetable oil cholesterol free

Four large private Dining Rooms for all occasions. Call ahead for reservations for your private parties 759-3766

We grind our own Columbian coffee every day!

Get 20% Off
with this Coupon and your Wake Forest ID between 2 and 5 p.m.

Visa and Mastercard Accepted
Beer and Wine Available

NORTH POINT

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 11-9
Sun. 11-2

Get
20% Off
with this Coupon and your Wake Forest ID between 2 and 5 p.m.

Visa and Mastercard Accepted
Beer and Wine Available